
Context Judge Analytics
Know the language. Write a persuasive motion.

What if you could get inside the mind of your judge and know how and why they ruled on a case the 
way they did? Using advanced technology, Context Judge Analytics deploy language analytics 
across tens of millions of Lexis® case law documents to examine judge opinions and motions, allowing 
you to view the specific logic behind a judge’s decision to grant or deny more than 100 motion types . 
Build arguments using language that has been proven to resonate with your judge.

FIND AND USE THE WORDS A JUDGE WANTS TO HEAR  

Select a judge to get a full picture of their 
experience, including an analytical deep dive into 

their motion outcomes and citation patterns, so you 
can pinpoint the language, precedents and even 

other judges a judge finds most compelling.     

START YOUR JUDGE RESEARCH

Begin with a simple judge search. Type 
in the name of the judge, and the 
Context search word wheel will display 
all judges along with the court in which 
they preside.



• Arguments your judge used in granting
or denying 100 different motion types, so
you’ll have confidence in your arguments,
whether they are written or delivered in
court

• How likely you are to prevail with reports
on the grant and denial rates for your judge
on the same 100 motion types in one easy-
to-read graph

• Fellow jurists your judge cites most often,
to help you feel confident that your judge is
comfortable with the theories you espouse

• Opinions most cited by your judge—
including his own—so you know you’re on
more solid ground in making your case

• Deep background—no searching needed
with all available Lexis documents from your
subscription about the judge  compiled
under the Documents tab -Think of how
many searches you won’t have to enter

CRAFT YOUR MOST PERSUASIVE ARGUMENT 

Words matter. Your litigation is riding on the arguments you make in your brief or present in court. Now, with 
Context Judge Analytics, you can uncover critical litigation intelligence to build better briefs and oral arguments 
using the specific language that has been proven to persuade your judge.

Discover:

Sign in: Lexis.com
Learn more: LexisNexis.com/Context
Contact your LexisNexis® representative for more information.
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